We performed five pointing observations with Suzaku to search for hot gases associated with the junctions of galaxy filaments where no significant diffuse Xray sources were detected so far. We discovered X-ray sources successfully in all five regions and analyzed two bright sources in each field. Spectral analysis indicates that three sources originate from X-ray diffuse halos associated with optically bright galaxies or groups of galaxies with kT ∼0.6-0.8 keV. Other three sources are possibly group-and cluster-scale X-ray halos with temperatures of ∼1 keV and ∼4 keV, respectively while the others are compact object origins such as AGNs. All the three observed intracluster media within the junctions of the galaxy filaments previously found are involved in ongoing mergers. Thus, we demonstrate that deep X-ray observations at the filament junctions identified by galaxy surveys are a powerful mean to explore growing halos in a hierarchical structure undetected so far.
correction is not applied. The SDSS spectroscopic identified galaxies (cyan circles) and Xray contours (white solid lines) are also exhibited. Regions enclosed by red and magenta correspond to the central X-ray emitting regions (FJn-A) where optically-bright galaxies are placed and the brightest regions (FJn-B) other than FJn-A and are used for spectral analysis. To emphasize FJn-A, some pixels in FJn-B are saturated.
-10 -model was adopted in the XSPEC software: apec SWCX+LHB + phabs Galactic (apec MWH + power-law CXB ). To consider the systematic error in the different sensors, a constant factor (f) was multiplied for the XIS1 and XIS3 detectors (Mitsuishi et al. 2013) . Resulting temperatures of the Galactic foreground emission except for the MWH component in FJ2-BGD, FJ3-BGD and FJ5-BGD and surface brightness of the CXB component in all FJn-BGD regions are consistent with typical values reported in previous studies ) within the statistical error. The temperatures of MWH in FJ3-BGD and FJ4-BGD are significantly higher than the typical value at a 90 % significance level but consistent within 4 σ significance levels. However, the temperature of MWH in FJ5-BGD is significantly higher than the typical value even at a 4 σ significance level. Thus, we conducted further spectral analysis for FJ5-BGD in different ways. As the first trial, the higher COR threshold value of 12 GV was imposed to reduce background contributions.
However, no difference was found within the statistical error in their best fit values.
Although the area of 2 arcmin from the chip edges was removed to diminish systematic uncertainties and the area within 2 arcmin around FJ5-A and FJ5-B was excluded to reduce contaminations from brighter regions considering the Suzaku angular resolution (HPD∼1.8 ) any changes were not confirmed within the statistical error. Thus, we concluded that the temperature of MWH in FJ5 is really high. This sort of hot foreground is known to be present especially at low Galactic latitudes (e.g., Yoshino et al. 2009; Masui et al. 2009 ).
Resultant parameters are summarized in Table 2 . As stated in the next section, statistical and systematic uncertainties on the X-ray background are taken into account through a simultaneous fitting using FJn-BGD.
-11 - -12 - Resultant spectra are fitted with the X-ray background emission model, i.e., apec SWCX+LHB (cyan) + phabs Galactic ×(apec MWH (blue) + powerlaw CXB (orange)), and the best fit models only for the XIS1 detector are shown for simplicity.
-13 -
Spectral fitting for FJ sources
We fitted the spectra of both FJn-A and FJn-B with FJn-BGD regions as a template of X-ray background. A simultaneous fitting using the FJn-BGD regions was carried out with common parameters for the background emission (kT SWCX+LHB , N orm SWCX+LHB , kT MWH , N orm MWH and S CXB ) to consider the statistical and systematic errors. Because the FJn-BGD spectra cannot reproduce all the spectra obtained from FJn-A and FJn-B at all firstly we assumed a thin thermal emission as the excess emissions as with the case of Paper I and then tried a non-thermal emission model.
For FJn-A, we let the abundance of the excess emission vary and then fix it to be 0.3 or 1 solar if the abundance cannot be constrained due to poor statistics. The former value corresponds to the typical abundance in groups of galaxies and clusters of galaxies (e.g., Mulchaey et al. 2003; Baumgartner et al. 2005) . The redshift of the excess emission in and FJ4-A, respectively. These values are much higher than the typical value of AGNs (e.g., Winter et al. 2008) . Additional absorption on the order of 10 21 cm −2 is needed for FJ1-A and FJ2-A. Spectra are shown in Figure 4 and the best fit parameters are summarized in -14 - Table 3 .
As is the case with FJn-A, the same spectral analysis was performed also for FJn-B.
Although the redshift and the abundance are both regarded as free parameters at first, no reasonable constraint is extracted on the redshift for all the FJn-B sources. Thus, their redshifts of the excess thermal plasmas in FJn-B are set to be 0 and we exhibit only this Figure 5 and the best fit parameters are summarized in Table 4 .
In summary, spectral analysis shows that the thin thermal plasma is preferable in both statistical and physical points of view as the origin for FJn-A since the power-law components cannot make up for the residual around 0.8 keV in the energy spectrum and resulting photon indices are much higher than the typical values of AGNs. For FJn-B, the thin thermal and the non-thermal components are both acceptable statistically. Thus, the origin and corresponding objects utilizing catalogues are discussed in the next section.
-15 -
Discussion

Corresponding Object and Origin of FJ sources
In this section, we discuss the origins of the excess sources by searching for corresponding objects in NED. L X -kT relation is also utilized to support our discussions.
Redshift known galaxies and point sources with/without redshift information are taken into account as supposed candidates of the origin. The spectral analysis as indicated in §4.2.2
demonstrates that FJn-A and FJ4-B prefer thermal and non-thermal origins, respectively, while both thermal and non-thermal components are acceptable for the others. Thus, the preferred component is considered in this discussion.
FJ1 (A & B):
For FJ1-A, The metal abundance was not constrained and thus 0.3 or 1 solar abundance is assumed for the thin thermal emission. These values correspond to typical values of groups of galaxies (e.g., Mulchaey et al. 2003 ) and X-ray luminous (L X > 10 41 erg s −1 ) early-type galaxies (Matsushita et al. 2000) . The derived temperatures of the thin thermal emissions with the abundances of 0.3 and 1 solar are ∼0.6 keV and consistent with those of typical elliptical galaxies and groups of galaxies (Davis & White 1996; Mulchaey et al. 2003) . The observed bolometric X-ray luminosities are 0.6
Thus, the observed L X -kT relation also supports the ISM or ICM origin.
For FJ1-B, no difference between the thin thermal plasma model and the power-law component was seen statistically. The resultant temperature is in good agreement with typical values of elliptical galaxies and groups of galaxies. However, no corresponding galaxies are present within a radius of 1.5 arcmin in all redshift planes around the peak in 0.5-2 keV while the nearest radio source (NVSS J133623+434405) is located ∼30 and 70
arcsec away from the peaks in 0.5-2 keV and 2-5 keV, respectively. Considering the Suzaku spatial resolution (∼1.8 in HPD), we cannot reject the possibility of the radio source as the -16 -origin. Thus, we concluded that the origin of FJ1-B is possibly the nearest radio source or X-ray source(s) without any identifications in previous radio and optical surveys in the line of sight.
FJ2 (A & B):
For FJ2-A, the abundance of the excess thin thermal plasma is well constrained and the resulting abundance is 0.2±0.1 solar, which indicates the ICM origin.
The bolometric X-ray luminosity is 3.5 +0.7 −0.6 ×10 42 erg s −1 and the observed L X -kT relation is also in accordance with those obtained from groups of galaxies. In conclusion, the observed X-ray halo possibly originates from the hot diffuse halo associated with the group of galaxies, i.e., ShCG 188 where the central optically bright galaxy belongs. Physical properties of this group are discussed in the next section.
As for FJ2-B, the thin thermal plasma and the power-law component are both acceptable statistically. However, we cannot find any spectroscopically-identified galaxies within a radius of 3 arcmin from the peak position in 0.5-2 keV in the line of sight.
Meanwhile, the QSO (SDSS J095733.33+260636.5) lies ∼50 arcsec away from the peak position in 0.5-2 keV and 2-5 keV and the resultant photon index of ∼2.3 is consistent with that of QSO (George et al. 2000) . The observed X-ray emission in FJ2-B likely comes from the QSO or X-ray source(s) without any detections in radio and optical in the line of sight.
FJ3 (A & B):
Because no constraint is obtained on the abundance, both the ISM and the ICM are candidates as the origin of FJ3-A. The observed luminosity of 0.6
is in good agreement with the expected value from the L X -kT relation of early-type galaxies and groups of galaxies.
In the case of FJ3-B, considering the fact that no corresponding galaxies exist within a radius of 1 arcmin from the peak in 0.5-2 keV in the line of sight and even the nearest radio lie very close (∼10 arcsec) to the peaks in both 0.5-2 keV and 2-5 keV and are spatially overlapped at almost the same redshift plane of ∼0.37. We conducted spectral analysis using the power-law component with the redshift of 0.37 as shown in Table 4 and the derived photon index and luminosity of ∼2.4 and ∼1×10 44 erg s −1 are in good agreement with those of QSO (George et al. 2000) . Thus, these observational results lead to a conclusion that background QSO(s) is responsible for the excess emission detected in FJ4-B. Finally, we discuss the origin of FJ5-B. No statistical significant difference is found in spectral analysis adopting the power-law component or the thin thermal plasma as the excess emission. The photon index of ∼2.0 is slightly higher than that of the typical value of AGN and the X-ray source (1RXS J113534.0+210228) is present ∼50" and 120" away -18 -from the peaks in 0.5-2 keV and 2-5 keV, respectively. Thus, the known X-ray source is not necessarily the origin of FJ5-B because the peak positions in both the soft and the hard bands are distant from the X-ray source even though the large Suzaku spatial resolution (1.8 in HPD) is taken into account. Next, we study the possibility of the thin thermal plasma origin. Considering the resulting temperature of ∼3.2 keV, FJ5-B is considered to be a halo associated with a low temperature cluster of galaxies. Actually, three optically-identified clusters of galaxies, i.e., WHL J113535.6+210333, GMBCG J173. than the expected values from the L X -kT relation for clusters of galaxies. However, the Suzaku FOV does not cover the whole clusters of galaxies. Thus, in conclusion, the origin of FJ5-B is likely the optically-identified background cluster(s) of galaxies.
The observed L X -kT relation of FJ sources is shown in Figure 6 with previous works obtained from early-type galaxies, groups of galaxies and clusters of galaxies (White et al. 1997; Xue & Wu 2000; O'Sullivan et al. 2003) for comparison and the possible origins and corresponding objects for FJ sources discussed above is summarized in Table 5 . Note that -19 -luminosities for FJ sources without redshift information were not calculated and therefore Figure 6 does not include them.
Physical Condition in Galaxy Filamentary Junction
Here, we discuss environmental specificity, i.e., galaxy filamentary junctions, in terms of structure formation which we can straightforwardly expect its speciality compared to other fields.
Among five fields, two active interactions are confirmed in FJ2-A and FJ5-A. In FJ2-A, the enlarged halos of the two brightest galaxies in optical R band including the central S0 galaxy in the group ShCG 188 are observed and one of the halo is directed towards another as shown in Tovmassian et al. (2005) , which suggests that the group is experiencing an ongoing major merger event because a single massive galaxy can be the responsible perturber in groups. It is also suggested that one more member galaxy is involved in the interaction because the bulge of the galaxy is shifted towards the interacting galaxies.
This elongated feature is confirmed also in its X-ray image as shown in Figure 2 and its direction is consistent with that observed in optical. Therefore, in combination with X-ray spectroscopic analysis, the observed X-ray hot gas may originate from ICM associated with the merging event as observed in optical although further detailed analysis with higher spatial resolution is needed.
As for FJ5-A, it holds the multiple peaks and irregular morphology in its surface brightness and no corresponding optically bright elliptical galaxies are present in the peaks. These observational features are seen in groups of galaxies and clusters of galaxies experiencing ongoing mergers (e.g., Kawahara et al. 2011; David & Kempner 2004) . Thus, we conclude that the observed X-ray emission derives from the ICM associated with the -20 -ongoing merger event. Although as is the case with Paper I, we searched for a hot spot based on a hardness ratio map, no hot spot was found. X-ray observatories with higher spatial resolution have the potential to detect such a local structure.
As discussed above and in §5.1, three of six diffuse sources are possibly group-and cluster-scale X-ray halo origins and four such samples in the total six pointing observations are discovered from the junctions of galaxy filaments (Paper I and this work). Their fluxes in 0.5-2 keV are (2-4)×10 −13 erg s −1 cm −2 . According to an integral log N-log S relation for X-ray selected groups of galaxies and clusters of galaxies (e.g., Jones et al. 2002) , ∼0.04 targets in the Suzaku FOV are expected assuming the detection limit of 2×10 −13 erg s
cm −2 in 0.5-2 keV. Thus, it is indicated that our method can extract an X-ray diffuse halo associated with a large scale structure efficiently. Similarly, because resultant fluxes for four compact objects are (0.2-6)×10 −13 erg s −1 cm −2 in 2-10 keV, the expected number of X-ray point sources within the Suzaku FOV is ∼0.9 when the typical detection limit is assumed to be 10 −13 erg s −1 cm −2 in 2-10 keV (Kushino et al. 2002) . Our samples includes two ICMs experiencing ongoing mergers and thus we discovered three ongoing merging groups of galaxies in total by adding the result of Paper I in spite of rare events observationally.
X-ray hot gas associated with an optically-bright elliptical galaxy will be detected with a deep X-ray observation while an X-ray halo involved in a large scale structure such as ICM is not necessarily observed from surroundings of an elliptical galaxy. In summary,
our results indicate that a galaxy filamentary junction is more than likely to possess X-ray emitting hot gas associated with the large scale structure and have high chances to occur for a merger phenomenon.
X-ray selected survey provides us with new insights in a sequence of a merging phenomena such as fossil groups which is considered to be the end result evolutionally.
Hence, we hope that our results on the basis of this optically-selected survey play -21 -a complementary role in the structure evolution towards clusters of galaxies from groups in conjunction with future X-ray selected surveys, such as eROSITA on board Spectrum-Roentgen-Gamma observatory (Cappelluti et al. 2011) and DIOS (Ohashi et al. 2010 ).
Conclusions
Five X-ray pointing observations were conducted with Suzaku. We selected five regions -24 - -27 - 
